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COURT OF GLYNN COUNTY
STATE OF GEORGIA

IN THE SUPERIOR

SUPER'OR COURT

STATE OF GEORGIA
V.

INDICTMENT NO.

:

CR-2000433

TRAVIS MCMICHAEL,

GREG MCMICHAEL,
Defendants.
1.10

MOTION IN LIMINE RE: PROPOSED STATE BOND HEARING
EXHIBITS

Mr. Travis and Greg McMichael (hereinafter "the McMichael defense
team”) ask this Honorable Court to prevent the
irrelevant evidence,

bond and

which

is

state

from offering

being offered to inflame the Court to deny

in support thereof states as follows:

1.

The

state

has provided the McMichael defense team With several text

messages, videos, and Facebook posts which are wholly unrelated to the
factors the

A
I

"‘I

Court must consider when deciding the issue of pretrial release.

Those
(1)

factors are:

The person poses no

significant risk of

ﬂeeing from the

jurisdiction of the court or failing to appear in court

(2)

The person poses no signiﬁcant threat or danger to any person,

the community, or to

(3)

pending
(4)

when required;

any property in the community;

The person poses no
trial;

to

significant risk of

committing any felony

and

The person poses no

significant risk of intimidating witnesses or

otherwise obstructing the administration of justice.

O.C.G.A. §

17-6-1(e);

Ayala V.

State,

262 Ga. 704, 705

(1993).

2.

”The state has the burden

of persuasion in convincing the court that

defendants are not entitled to pretrial release. This requirement means the
state

the

has the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence that

trial

court should deny bail either to secure the defendant[s’]

appearance in court or to protect the community. Ayala
704, 706. (1993).

V. State,

262 Ga.

3.

The

state obtained search

Greg, Leigh, and Lindsey)

and

social

cell

media platforms

warrants for

phone hard

all

of the McMichaels’ (Travis,

drives,

(Twitter, Facebook,

computer hard

drives,

and Instagram) from the

date of the ”creation” of those social accounts through

May of 2020. They

obtained hundreds of thousands of gigabytes of data, Which translated into
1000’s of pages of text messages, chat communications,

and

posts,

and

1000’s of individual photographs / video images. Apparently, the state

seeks to offer approximately eight

a.

one

(1) text

b. five (5)

c.

two

(2)

(8)

now

items:

conversation;

Facebook posts; and
videos shared With the McMichaels by other individuals
4.

As a matter of procedure:

before the state

is

allowed to go into the

content of these items, even for the purpose of arguing their admissibility,
the McMichaels’ defense

1.

that the state

team requests the following procedure:

mark and

identify the exhibits only

number and not the content of the
jury

were present);

by

exhibit (as they

the exhibit

would do

if

the

2.

that the Court review the exhibits to determine their content,

thereby negating the need for the state to explain the content;
3.

that both sides argue the relevance or not of the exhibit

number and not be allowed

to

by exhibit

go into the content until the Court

determines their admissibility; and
4.

that the Court require the state to prove

by a preponderance how

each exhibit predicts future dangerous to the community or
witnesses.

This procedure has already been substantially complied with in that
the exhibits have been provided to both sides

Court’s decision to proceed in this

and the Court. Also, the

manner will provide

safeguards that will ultimately ensure a

additional

fair trial.

5.

As a matter of admissibility and

relevance: these eight

not predictive of the future behavior of the McMichaels’

if

(8)

items are

granted bond.

Thus, pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 244-403, the evidence should be excluded
for the following reasons:

1.

they do not evidence threats communicated to others;

2.

they were not made on public forums in order to ”incite" others
into Violence or to

3.

conduct themselves in unlawful ways;

they do not demonstrate the MCMichaels’ association with any
organization or affiliation

whose purpose is

are dangerous to particular persons or the

4.

to ”act” in

community

ways that
at large;

they do not indicate a criminal mindset; they do not establish of
pattern of unlawful behavior. In fact, there

is

no such evidence.

Rather, the communications appear to be either one or

two

(out of

thousands) private messages between one other person and a few general

comments made

to neighbors

Facebook (created

to

and friends on a private neighborhood

ensure the safety of the residents) about the 2nd

Amendment or the ongoing dangerous crime Within their own
neighborhood, including gun

been occurring

thefts, burglaries,

at all hours of the

and felony

thefts that

had

day and night for nearly one year or more

without any arrests by the police.

WHEREFORE the McMichaels’
prohibit the state

defense team moves the Court to

from admitted the proposed

exhibits / evidence at the

McMichaels’ bond hearing.
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